
Turning up the heat
Earth and Environmental science



Introduction

Temperatures can be affected by many factors. One main factor is actually color. 
Depending on the color of an object the object may be hotter or colder. Today I will be 
conducting an experiment to find out which color is most affected by heat absorption and 
light. I will be placing 6 different cups filled with colored water, each differently colored by 
a window and seeing which water has the highest ending temperature. This data will be very 
beneficial to citizens and athletes. It will show athletes which color clothes they should be 
avoiding if it is hotter outside to extend practice time. The reason I choose and was 
interested in this project is because I live in Arizona and do various sports so for me it is 
very important to stay cool which I find hard. I wanted to help benefit other athletes like me 
and help others who want to stay cool.



My hypothesis is that if different colored water is tested then the red water will have the 
highest ending temperature. If the color of the water is changed then the temperature will vary. 
I think this because red is a darker color. The darker the color the more light the object can 
absorb. Light causes heat so if a object is darker it is hotter. I also think the tone of the color 
will affect the heat. For example I think that red will be hotter than blue because red is a 
warmer color than blue on the color spectrum. Also red is one of the primary colors of light so 
I think it will help produce a lot of heat. Every color is in light but red,blue, and green are the 
primary colors that make up light.  

Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction



Procedures
1. Fill up a large container of water and let it sit overnight to have even starting 

temperatures.
2. Pour ½ cup of water into 6 cups.
3. Place 2 drop of red food coloring into one cup 
4. Place 1 drop of red food coloring and 1 drop of yellow food coloring to create orange in 

one cup 
5. Place 2 drop of yellow coloring into one cup 
6. Place 2 drop of green food coloring into one cup 
7. Place 2 drop of blue food coloring into one cup
8. Place 2 drop of purple food coloring into one cup  
9. Place the cups by a window.

10. Set a timer and let the cups sit for 1 hour
11. After the 1 hour check the temperatures of each cup and collect data.
12. Repeat step 10 and 11, 5 more times



Materials

● Thermometer
● Food dye
● 6 containers
● Measuring cup
● Water
● Timer
● A table
● A window



Data
   

Rounds Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Purple

Starting 
temp

67.8 67.8 67.8 67.8 67.8 67.8

1 66.9 66.7 66.7 66.9 67.1 67

2 67.7 67.6 67.7 67.7 68 68.5

3 69.6 69.7 70.4 61 70 70.4

4 70.6 71.8 72 70.7 72.1 72.3

5 72.3 72.5 72.7 71.6 72.7 73

6 72.5 73.2 73.1 72.4 73.2 73
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Results
Round 1- For round 1 the highest temperature was the blue water which measured 67.1 degrees fahrenheit.

Round 2-For round 2 the highest temperature was the purple water with a temperature of 68.5 degrees 
fahrenheit.

Round 3-For round 3 the highest temperature was a tie between yellow and purple with a temperature of 
70.4 degrees fahrenheit.

Round 4-For round 4 the highest temperature was the purple water which measured a temperature of 72.3 
degrees fahrenheit.

Round 5 -For round 5 the highest temperature was the purple water with a temperature of 73 degrees 
fahrenheit

Round 6-For round 6 the highest temperature was another tie between blue and orange water with a 
temperature of 73.2 degrees fahrenheit.



Discussion
The results were very surprising for me because my hypothesis was that red would affect 

the temperature the most and blue would not do very well but blue and orange tied for 1st 
place. I do think that a limiting factor was the amount of sunlight and time the sun was up for. I 
think this because the experiment cannot be paused but the sun is only up for so long which 
only gives a certain amount of time to conduct the experiment. In the future I wish to expand 
the color variety adding colors such as pink,brown,black(etc.). Another possibility is shining 
colored light onto clear water to see which light heats up water the fastest and most effectively. 
I believe this data is important because it shows that if you are trying to stay cool in hotter 
weather to avoid blue and orange clothes. This data can help many citizens as well as athletes.



Conclusion
The color orange and blue are affected by heat absorption the most. They were the 

hottest ending temperatures with a temperature of 73.2 degrees fahrenheit. The color 
green is the least affected color with the coolest ending temperature of 72.4. These results 
do not support my hypothesis that red would have the highest ending temperature. I 
believe that this happened because the blue was a cooler color so it had less heat to reflect 
giving it more heat to absorb compared to red that reflected a lot of heat due to its tone. 
The same with green, it reflected to much heat from itself. Orange however is not as 
warm of a color or vibrant as red so I think it didn’t reflect off much heat and instead 
absorbed a lot more.
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Background research
Whenever a color absorbs light it is then transferred into thermal energy. Thermal energy is the energy that 
an object has because of different molecules and atoms. This energy can be transferred between different 
objects as well. On earth for example our thermal energy is the sun which can be transferred to different 
objects such as humans, water, plants, and animals. The more light absorbed by an object means the more 
thermal energy the object will produce. The sun's light is polychromatic light which is light which consists 
and is made up of more than a single color. When light is shined onto an object it appears that color to us 
because it is the only color being reflected, the other colors are being absorbed. Although light is 
polychromatic it mainly consists of red,green, and blue light. These are the primary colors of light. If more 
color is absorbed then the hotter the object will become. 

Light absorption is the process when light is 
absorbed and converted into energy. This does mean 
that the darker the object  the more energy 
produced. 
The lighter the object the less energy produced.
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